
To go for the future 
International courses and programmes



An excellent place to start your future
Every year Stockholm University welcomes thousands of international students from 
all over the world. Each bringing their own experiences, expectations and dreams. Join 
an open and stimulating environment in one of the most beautiful and dynamic capitals 
in the world. Let Stockholm University be part of the journey that shapes your future.

 

A leading research university in a unique environment

Stockholm University is a leading European institution for 
higher education and research in a wide range of subjects 
within sciences, the humanities, social sciences and law. 

With over 100 study programmes and over 800 indepen
dent courses taught in English, Stockholm University is a 
top choice for international students every year. 

-

The University contributes to the development of a 
sustainable democratic society through knowledge, 
enlightenment and the pursuit of truth based on critical 
thinking. 

 

Here you will develop your ability to think independently, 
to analyse and to solve problems. 

Moreover, you can have a fun and exciting student life in 
the capital of Sweden, while making friends for life and 
build a solid international network.

In Stockholm, you are never more than 300 metres away 
from a green space and you are met by stunning water
front views almost wherever you go. Experience a unique 
mixture of rural and urban while getting the most out of 
your studies.

-

To find your path – join in!



Be taught by leading experts 
in a wide range of subjects
Stockholm University is renowned for its strong 
dedication to research, openness and innovation, 
and our faculty members are accomplished 
researchers who bring their expertise and 

passion to the lecture.

An effect of the well-known Swedish societal openness is 
the frequent interaction between lecturers and students 
as well as flat hierarchy in the classroom. This creates a 
more supportive learning environment for you. Renowned 
researchers who teach here often describe meeting the 
students as one of the most satisfying aspects of their job. 

Siddartha Aradhya 
teacher at the Department of Sociology

”My lectures integrate ongoing research, allowing students 
to engage the latest debates and findings in the field. The 
students often generate thoughtful insights that challenge 
me to think critically about my work and help develop new 
ideas to follow up on. Exposing students to timely research 
encourages them to produce unique ideas for thesis projects 
and their future career opportunities.”   
su.se/yourteachers

 
Student stories

Angela, Master’s student in Natural science, Colombia 

”During my studies, I was in constant contact with 
the research that is performed in the department, 
and the lecturers are continually presenting their 
research topics to the students and encouraging 
us to participate in it. It is inspiring to see how 
we can apply the knowledge we are acquiring 
in solving real-life problems.”

 
 

Elisa, Former Master’s student 
Middle Eastern Studies, Spain

”I took courses from different departments, which 
paid off, with a solid interdisciplinary profile. The 
teachers were professional and available to the 
students. I was very satisfied with the openness 
to questions and critics of established 
knowledge, and the flexibility offered in order to 
make family life compatible with your studies.”

 

Pierre, Exchange student in Law, France 

”My education has been influenced by the 
research dimension at Stockholm University. 
I had the opportunity to do more assignments 
that turned towards research and reflection.”

 
 

https://www.su.se/yourteachers


What’s your plan for the future?

Join in!
 

”The university has strong connections 
with industries, organisations, and 
research institutions which gives us 
as students valuable networking 
opportunities and a pathway to 
potential career prospects.” 

 

 
”My MA has changed my worldview 
towards a more informed and critical 
vision of world affairs. It has given 
me an attention to detail, especially 
sources of information and also 
broadened my horizons in terms 
of interdisciplinarity.”

 
 

 
 

”Academically, this experience 
confirmed my desire to integrate 
an international dimension into my 
professional project. On a personal 
level, this experience allowed me to 
open up to the world by immersing myself 
in a new culture and meeting people from 
all backgrounds.”

 

 
 
 

 
 

Whatever plan you have for your future, we’re 
excited to invite international students like you 
to join our community of driven and creative 
individuals.

If you are planning to launch an international career, 
Stockholm and Sweden is a great place to start. As the 
country’s vibrant business hub, Stockholm constitutes 
an excellent example of Sweden’s well-known 

culture of innovation. 

 

Our Study and career counselling team is dedicated to 
helping our students succeed in the job market. They offer 
personal career counselling, and provide webinars about 
finding your career in Sweden. Also, the different depart
ments host job fairs and networking events.

-

Facts and figures

30,000 
students of which

 

15 
percent international

 

1,700 
exchange students

1,000 
exchange agreements

 

100+ 
master’s programmes

71st 
Global University 
Employability ranking

 



Social life and student activities!

Student life in Stockholm
Stockholm is not only known for Swedish design, fashion and innovation, it is also 
a centre for sustainability and equality of opportunities. Student life in Stockholm is 
broad and diverse and offers a multitude of options for everyone. Moreover 99 percent 
of international students of Stockholm University feel safe and secure on campus

 

*. 

Stockholm University provides an exceptional opportunity to experience campus life while living in 
a vibrant, cosmopolitan city. You can explore and engage with the city’s art and culture scene, unwind 
in nature or enjoy the variety of restaurants and cafés. Be sure to learn how to fika like a local!

 
 

*according to the International Student Barometer 2022

 
Student stories

”A good balance between studying 
and personal life” 
Angela, Master’s student in Natural science, Colombia 

”Students can participate in extracurricular activities, 
join student organisations, and engage in sports or 
cultural events. These create a well-rounded 
experience that shapes us as individuals 
and builds lasting memories.”

 
 

”Discover the Nordic way of life, and the 
quality of life of a big city close to nature” 

 

Pierre, Exchange student in Law, France 
”There are always activities. The associative life 
is rich and dynamic. I was able to participate, 
for instance, in the language cafe, where 
I was a coordinator. I really liked the 
possibility to practice different 
languages and to share the culture of 
my country with the organization 
of cafes and movie evenings.”
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Find out more on su.se/study
List of programmes: su.se/mastersprogrammes
List of courses: su.se/coursecatalogue 
Contact: study@su.se

https://su.se/study
https://su.se/mastersprogrammes
https://su.se/coursecatalogue
mailto:study@su.se
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